
Review Week #5- Lessons 1-15 Spelling List 

1. finicky   11. frustrate   CHALLENGE WORDS 

2. habit    12. responsible  1. sought 

3. arranged   13. friendly   2. stubborn 

4. promote   14. careful 

5. experience   15. hopeful 

6. schedule   16. coming 

7. aroused   17. stopped 

8. foul    18. started 

9. drift    19. grew 

10. mystify   20. shoe 

Review Week #5 Vocabulary List 

 

 finicky: adj. Hard to please; fussy. (Example: Adriana knew her parents would 

think she was being finicky, but she was just not hungry.) 

 

habit: n. 1. Something that a person does so often that it is done without thinking. 

(Example: Katie’s habit of saying “you know” after every sentence is annoying.)  

             2. A special kind of clothing worn by certain groups. (Example: A very 

important part of a riding habit is the hard helmet to protect the head in case of a 

fall.) 

 

arrange: v. 1. To put in a certain order. (Example: Marta and Vincent arranged 

the desks and chairs in three long rows before the students arrived.) 

 2. To plan or prepare. (Example: Uncle Eli arranged to meet us at the train 

station at 1:30.) 

promote: v. 1. To raise to a higher rank or position. (Example: An important 

milestone for Dalton was when he was promoted to Eagle Scout.) 

 2. To encourage or support; to help bring about. (Example: Talking to the 

people who live near you promotes a friendly neighborhood.) 

experience: n. 1. Knowledge or skill that comes from having done certain things. 

(Example: Panthea had experience caring for plants and offered to take care of 



Mrs. Levy’s garden.) 

 2. Something that happens to a person; an event in one’s life. (Example: 

Jubilee said that taking part in the Olympics was an experience she would never 

forget.) 

v. To have happen to; to go through something. (Example: Marcelo experienced 

only a tiny pain when the nurse stuck the needle in his arm.) 

schedule: n. 1. A plan that gives expected times for different things to happen. 

(Example: A flat tire put Lillian a half an hour behind schedule on her bike trip 

across Michigan.) 

 2. A list of times when trains, buses, and airplanes arrive and leave. 

(Example: This schedule says that the last bus for Los Angeles leaves at midnight.) 

arouse: v. 1. To awaken from sleep. (Example: Tanya was aroused in the middle 

of the night by her dog jumping on the bed.) 

 2. To excite or bring about. (Example: Our visit to Gettysburg last summer 

aroused my brother’s interest in the Civil War.) 

foul: adj. 1. Having an unpleasant taste or smell. (Example: A foul smell of 

chemicals came from the jewelry polishing factory.) 

 2. Stormy, with strong winds and heavy rain. (Example: With dark clouds 

above and a raising wind in our face, we biked as fast as we could to reach home 

before the foul weather hit.) 

 n. In sports, a move or play that is against the rules. (Example: When Steffi 

hit the ball outside the line, the umpire called a foul.) 

drift: n. A pile of sand or snow created by moving air or water. (Example: The 

drifts of snow in the driveway mean that we will need to shovel.) 

         v. To be carried along by moving air or water. (Example: Liz climbed onto 

the raft and let herself drift along the river for a while. 

mystify: v. To confuse or puzzle someone. (Example: How Colleen was able to 

find the right card mystified all of us.) 

frustrate: v. To keep from carrying out a plan or reaching a goal. (Example: The 

foul weather today frustrated our plan to visit the zoo.) 



frustrating: adj. Causing one to be upset or discouraged. (Example: Seeing his 

favorite ball on the dresser just out of reach was very frustrating to Yves.) 

responsible: adj. 1. Being the cause of something. (Example: Luke quickly 

explained to his parents that his dog, not he, was responsible for breaking the 

vase.) 

 2. Trustworthy; reliable. (Example: My aunt and uncle are looking for a 

responsible teenager to care for my cousins after school.) 


